
Saturday, June 8th in Snohomish 
2019-2020 PacWest Competition Team 

Auditions! 
Whether you’ve danced for years or just began dancing this past September you can find a 

place in the PacWest Competition Team. The Competition Team participates in three mandatory 
competitions January through June, performs in our annual Competition Showcase in January, 
and select Competition dances (as well as the required recreational classes) perform in our four 

June recitals. The Competition Team photo shoot occurs in December, with other speciality 
photoshoots potentially happening throughout the year.  If your family is unable to commit to 

these events or the required classes and intensives needed for Competition Team participation 
you’re encouraged to train in our recreational program. The Competition Team trains throughout 
the summer and multiple times a week during the school year. If you’d like to know more about 
the PacWest Competition Team or the accompanying financial commitments please refer to the 

Competition Team Contract. The contract explains in detail all of the financial and time 
commitments. 

**Keep in mind that the entry fees set by competition companies are approximately $120 for solos, $65 per dancer for 
duos/trios, and $55 per dancer for groups. These are not PacWest fees.** Competition entry fees are due with September, 

October, and November tuition. 

 
Before the audition parents and dancers must have filled out their respective audition 
questionnaire. Please submit the questionnaires by Saturday, June 1st. 

 
Group Auditions will take place in Snohomish Studio 1. Dancers may audition for 
groups outside of their age range. The age range is just a suggestion - placement 
will always be based on ability and what we believe is best for the dancer. Dancers 
are to arrive 15 minutes before their first audition and begin warming up in studio 2. Due 
to safety concerns, if the dancer is not warmed up, they will not be allowed to audition. 
Dancers will be called into Studio 1 for each audition. Dancers must all wear a black 
leotard and black fitted shorts. Hair is to be in a tight bun and should not be touched 
during auditions. Bring all dance shoes. If you are dressed inappropriately, you will 
not be able to audition. 
 
Group Levels will be broken up into 4 levels this year. Senior (15+), Teen (13-15), 
Junior (9-12) & Debut (5-8).  These group levels reflect what the majority of 
competitions use to divide up their divisions, generally by age.  Once auditions have 
taken place, choreographers will decide how groups will be divided up within those 
levels.  For example: If we have a newer group of dancers to a higher level, we may call 
them Teen Novice as that is the level within that division that they would compete in. 
But, if we have a group of Teens that has been dancing together for an extended period 
of time and we feel they should be dancing up, they may be called Teen Intermediate. 



Novice, Intermediate, and Advanced monikers are used in conjunction with what the 
majority of competitions use to break out the levels by technique level. You must be part 
of the large group that is initially offered to you for you to be considered for Extra Work. 
 
Extra Work Dancers are required to audition for a group. They must accept given group 
in order to receive a solo/duo/trio or small group. If an S/D/T is not in genre that you 
auditioned for (i.e auditioned for Teen Lyrical but is interested in a Tap solo) the 
corresponding genre recreational class (i.e Tap) would be required to take. Extra work is 
not guaranteed and is earned based on a variety of factors outlined in competition team 
contract. 
 
Choreography Intensives will be during the week of Monday, Aug 19th through Friday, 
Aug 23rd.  This week is mandatory, no exceptions.  
 
Audition Times: 
Saturday, June 8th - Snohomish Studio 1 
 
Debut: 
Jazz: 8:00-8:45 

 

Junior: 
Lyrical/Contemp: 9:00-9:45 
Hip Hop 9:45-10:30 
Jazz: 10:30-11:15 
Tap 11:15-12:00 
 
Teen: 
Lyrical/Contemp: 12:30-1:15 
Hip Hop: 1:15-2:00 
Jazz: 2:00-2:45 
Tap: 2:45-3:30 
 
Senior: 
Lyrical/Contemp: 4:00-4:45 
Hip Hop: 4:45-5:30 
Jazz: 5:30-6:15 
Tap: 6:15-7:00 
 
 
**Please ask an admin for the school year class schedule draft to see when Competition groups 
are scheduled. A choreography fee of $175 per number will be assessed for withdrawing from 
the Competition Team between August 1st and our June 2019 recitals. 
**Competition groups must have a minimum of 6 dancers to run. 
 



Class Requirements: 
 
If participating in a Jazz Group: Dancer is required to take recreational Jazz class, the 

Competition Team class, Ballet one time per week, and one SSTL (Stretch, Strength, Turns & 
Leaps) class. Ballet/Jazz will fulfill one of the recreational requirements. 
  
 If participating in a Lyrical Group: Dancer is required to take recreational Jazz class, the 
Competition Team class, Ballet one time per week, and one SSTL (Stretch, Strength, Turns & 
Leaps) class. Recreational Lyrical class is recommended but not required. 
  
 If participating in a Contemporary Group: Dancer is required to take recreational 
Contemporary class, the Competition Team class, Ballet one time per week, and one SSTL 
(Stretch, Strength, Turns & Leaps) class. 
  
 If participating in a Hip Hop Group: Dancer is required to take recreational Hip Hop 
class, the Competition Team class, and one SSTL (Stretch, Strength, Turns & Leaps); Ballet 
and Jazz are encouraged. (Ballet is a prerequisite for Jazz regardless of Competition Team 
participation.) 
  
 If participating in a Tap Group: Dancer is required to take recreational Tap class,the 
Competition Team class, and either Jazz or Hip Hop; Ballet is encouraged. (Ballet is a 
prerequisite for Jazz regardless of Competition Team participation.) 
  
 If participating in a solo/duo/trio: Dancer is required to take the recreational classes 
associated with the genre of the solo/duo/trio as they are listed for the groups. 

 


